
X-Ray Writing
How to get closer to your characters: Part 2



Your Brain on Harry Potter
A team of researchers at the University of 
Berlin studied brain reactions to particular 
passages in the Harry Potter books. Subjects 
read two passages while researchers 
scanned their brains with an fMRI.



Your Brain on Harry Potter
Passage 1:

Harry Potter was a highly unusual boy in many 
ways. For one thing, he hated the summer 
holidays more than any other time of the year. 
For another, he really wanted to do his 
homework but was forced to do it in secret, in 
the dead of night. And he also happened to be a 
wizard.

Passage 2:

Harry’s eyes darted downward, and what he saw 
made his stomach contract. There was a hand 
protruding from the cloak and it was glistening, 
grayish, slimy-looking, and scabbed, like 
something dead that had decayed in water…But 
it was visible only for a split second. As though 
the creature beneath the cloak sensed Harry’s 
gaze, the hand was suddenly withdrawn into the 
folds of its black cloak.



The Correct 
Details



Your Brain on Harry Potter
Computer scientists and neurologists from Carnegie Mellon 
University performed fMRI scans on the brains of people 
who were each reading the same chapter of Harry Potter 
and the Sorcerer's Stone.

The test subjects read Chapter 9, which is about Harry's 
first flying lesson



Your Brain on Harry Potter
"It turns out that movement of the characters—such as 
when they are flying their brooms—is associated with 
activation in the same brain region that we use to perceive 
other people's motion. Similarly, the characters in the story 
are associated with activation in the same brain region we 
use to process other people's intentions."
—Leila Wehbe, researcher

Incredibly, the researchers were able to figure out exactly 
which passage people were reading looking only at their 
brain scans.



The Experience 
of Language
“Mirror neuron” research indicates that our brains 
process lived and read experiences almost 
identically.

There is evidence that just as the brain responds to 
depictions of smells and textures and movements as 
if they were the real thing



The Experience 
of Language

● Words associated with smell (cinnamon, 
lavender, soap, coffee) make our primary 
olfactory cortex light up.



The Experience 
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● Even metaphors do this. The sentence “He 
had leathery hands” rouses our sensory 
cortex in a way that “He had strong hands” 
does not.



The Experience 
of Language

● Words associated with smell (cinnamon, 
lavender, soap, coffee) make our primary 
olfactory cortex light up.

● Even metaphors do this. The sentence “He 
had leathery hands” rouses our sensory 
cortex in a way that “He had strong hands” 
does not.

● Descriptions of actions ignite the motor 
cortex. “She kicked the ball with her right 
leg” lights up the region of the brain that 
controls your right leg.



Your Brain on Harry Potter
Passage 1:

Harry Potter was a highly unusual boy in many 
ways. For one thing, he hated the summer 
holidays more than any other time of the year. 
For another, he really wanted to do his 
homework but was forced to do it in secret, in 
the dead of night. And he also happened to be a 
wizard.

Passage 2:

Harry’s eyes darted downward, and what he saw 
made his stomach contract. There was a hand 
protruding from the cloak and it was glistening, 
grayish, slimy-looking, and scabbed, like 
something dead that had decayed in water…But 
it was visible only for a split second. As though 
the creature beneath the cloak sensed Harry’s 
gaze, the hand was suddenly withdrawn into the 
folds of its black cloak.

IDEAS-----------------------------------------------------EXPERIENCES
abstractions movements
generalizations textures
summary sensory details



Imagery

● visual imagery appeals to the sense of sight
● auditory imagery suggests a sound
● tactile imagery appeals to the sense of touch
● olfactory imagery appeals to the sense of smell
● gustatory imagery appeals to the sense of taste
● kinetic imagery appeals to a sense of 

movement



The Correct 
Details



The Correct 
Details (carefully used)



Do they look like ants?



Conscious Automaticity
Processes that require an act of will to get started but that subsequently run 
without constant conscious monitoring.

Usually actions that have become automatic due to repetition.



Defamiliarization
“Habitualization devours objects, clothes, furniture, one’s wife and the fear of war. 
Art exists to help us recover the sensation of life; it exists to make us feel things, to 
make the stone stony. The end of art is to give a sensation of the object as seen, 
not as recognized.”

--Viktor Shklovsky, “Structuralism in Literature”



The Illusion of “Image”
Let’s face it: We’re creating the illusion of a person, not an actual person.

Example: Tolstoy tells us that Anna Karenina is young and pretty, is pleasingly 
plump, has slender hands, is pale and blushing, with masses of dark curly hair.

So what does Anna Karenina look like?









A more precise portrait
“The hair on the top of his head had receded approximately four inches from a typical male’s hairline, and 
the only hair remaining on his crown was a thin dark black downy fur approximately a quarter-inch high. His 
ears, whose lobes extended approximately to the same latitude as his upper lip, protruded only a half-inch 
out the mass of curly black hair that sprouted off his cheeks and jowls. The hair extended into a messy, 
shaggy beard that hung so low it obscured his neck. His mustache was similarly shaggy and large, blocking 
the view of his upper lip. His nose was small—at least small in comparison to the large beard—and ended 
not in a point but in smooth taper, as if it had been eroded away by wind. His cheeks were slightly pocked 
and sunken, his eyebrows furrowed in concentration, and behind his horn-rimmed glasses his deeply 
sunken eyes gazed at something just out in front of him, his lids halfway down, mostly but not entirely 
concealing his brown irises.”



Practical vs Poetic Images
“He wore a hat.”

Vs

“He was exhausted, standing there like a crumpled hat.”



Shake up the object
“In order to transform an object into a fact of art, it is necessary first to withdraw it 
from the domain of life. To do this, we must first & foremost ‘shake up the object.’”

--Viktor Shklovsky, “The Structure of Fiction”



Shake up the object
Imagine every image has a kind of semantic cluster all around it -- all the ideas and 
words most often associated with it and used alongside it.

Now try to take your image out of that cluster & place it into another cluster.



Shaking up the 
object
Blacktop graphs

Coins of sunlight

Heads gently nodding in the breeze

An arrow of starlings

Horses in the distance as rigid and still as toys

Electric sounds of insects

Ale-colored sunshine

Whorls of cirrus



Reading is “co-creative”
The author creates a character or an image full of 
suggestive details, and the reader fills in the 
gaps.

This is what I mean by X-Ray Writing:

An x-ray sees inside you, but it doesn’t see 
everything inside you. 

Instead, it sees just enough to suggest the 
whole.



You have to give 
your reader 
something to do.



Framing



The Establishing Shot
In cinema, an establishing shot 
contextualizes a scene by placing 
the character within a landscape. 
It’s usually a wide-angle (or 
“long”) shot that slowly comes to 
focus on the character.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmMbtkavRps


Wide-Angle & Close-up
1. It was the blizzard of 1972, the worst storm Boston had experienced in a decade, and the 

whole city was indoors, save for a few lonely stragglers out in the snow.
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Wide-Angle & Close-up
1. It was the blizzard of 1972, the worst storm Boston had experienced in a decade, and the 

whole city was indoors, save for a few lonely stragglers out in the snow.

2. A young woman, holding her closed coat over her pregnant stomach, struggled down 
Broad Street.

3. She waddled down the snowy sidewalk and imagined how silly she must look: a pregnant 
woman staggering around in a blizzard.

4. How she wished she were back inside her little apartment, at one with her futon couch, an 
afghan pulled up to her chin, watching reruns.
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Wide-Angle & Close-up
1. It was the blizzard of 1972, the worst storm Boston had experienced in a decade, and the 

whole city was indoors, save for a few lonely stragglers out in the snow.

2. A young woman, holding her closed coat over her pregnant stomach, struggled down 
Broad Street.

3. She waddled down the snowy sidewalk and imagined how silly she must look: a pregnant 
woman staggering around in a blizzard.

4. How she wished she were back inside her little apartment, at one with her futon couch, an 
afghan pulled up to her chin, watching reruns.

5. What was she thinking? Trudging through a blinding storm to the Circle K just for a pint of 
Chunky Monkey? Pregnancy cravings were one thing, but this was ridiculous.

Most Wide-Angle

Most Close-Up



He speaks in your voice, American, and there’s a shine in his eye that’s halfway hopeful.
It’s a school day, sure, but he’s nowhere near the classroom. He wants to be here instead, standing 

on the shadow of this old rust-hulk of a structure, and it’s hard to blame him—this metropolis of steel and 
concrete and flaky paint and cropped grass and enormous Chesterfield packs aslant on the scoreboards, a 
couple of cigarettes jutting from each.

Longing on a large scale is what makes history. This is just a kid with a local yearning but he is part of 
an assembling crowd, anonymous thousands off the buses and trains, people in narrow columns tramping 
over the swing bridge above the river, and even if they are not a migration or a revolution, some vast 
shaking of the soul, they bring with them the body heat of a great city and their own small reveries and 
desperations, the unseen something that haunts the day—men in fedoras and sailors on shore leave, the 
stray tumble of their thoughts, going to a game.

The sky is low and gray, the roily gray of sliding surf.
He stands at the curbstone with the others. He is the youngest, at fourteen, and you know he’s flat 

broke by the edgy leaning look he hangs on his own body. He has never done this before…



(4) He speaks in your voice, American, and there’s a shine in his eye that’s halfway hopeful.
(5) It’s a school day, sure, but he’s nowhere near the classroom. He wants to be here instead, 

standing on the shadow of this old rust-hulk of a structure, and it’s hard to blame him—(3) this metropolis of 
steel and concrete and flaky paint and cropped grass and enormous Chesterfield packs aslant on the 
scoreboards, a couple of cigarettes jutting from each.

(1) Longing on a large scale is what makes history. (2) This is just a kid with a local yearning but he is 
part of an assembling crowd, anonymous thousands off the buses and trains, people in narrow columns 
tramping over the swing bridge above the river, (1) and even if they are not a migration or a revolution, 
some vast shaking of the soul, they bring with them the body heat of a great city and their own small 
reveries and desperations, the unseen something that haunts the day—(2) men in fedoras and sailors on 
shore leave, the stray tumble of their thoughts, going to a game.

(3) The sky is low and gray, the roily gray of sliding surf.
(4) He stands at the curbstone with the others. He is the youngest, at fourteen, and you know he’s flat 

broke by the edgy leaning look he hangs on his own body. (5) He has never done this before…



Vary the frame, so 
that when you go 
tight, the reader 
feels it.



Narrative 
Distance



Narrative Distance
Implied Narrator ←---------------------------------→ Focal Character



Narrative Distance
Implied Narrator ←---------------------------------→ Focal Character

“Jack fell down and broke his crown” is not told to us by Jack, but rather a narrative 
persona that operates through the Jack character to deliver the story.

Jack is the Focal Character, while the Implied Narrator tells us that he fell.



Narrative Distance
He looked over at his wife. "She looks so unhappy," he thought, "almost sick." He 
wondered what he should say.
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Narrative Distance
He looked over at his wife. "She looks so unhappy," he thought, "almost sick." He 
wondered what he should say.

He looked over at his wife. She looked so unhappy, he thought, almost sick. He 
wondered what to say. 

He looked over at his wife. Yes, she was unhappy again, almost sick. What the hell 
should he say?



Narrative Distance
He looked over at his wife. "She looks so unhappy," he thought, "almost sick." He 
wondered what he should say. 

(large narrative distance between implied narrator & character)

He looked over at his wife. She looked so unhappy, he thought, almost sick. He 
wondered what to say. 

(less narrative distance)

He looked over at his wife. Yes, she was unhappy again, almost sick. What the hell 
should he say?

(no narrative distance)



Narrative Distance
The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, thinking: “I’m an idiot for crying this much.”



Narrative Distance
The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, thinking: “I’m an idiot for crying this much.”

The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, thinking it’s idiotic to be crying so much. 



Narrative Distance
The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, thinking: “I’m an idiot for crying this much.”

The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, thinking it’s idiotic to be crying so much. 

The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, crying his idiotic tears.



Narrative Distance
The football star sat in the back of the theater, watching the play, trying not to be 
seen, crying his idiotic tears.

The addition of the word “idiotic” raises the question: Whose word is this? 



Free Indirect Style: An Example
from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by 
James Joyce

It pained him that he did not know well what 
politics meant and that he did not know where 
the universe ended. He felt small and weak. 
When would he be like the fellows in poetry and 
rhetoric? They had big voices and big boots and 
they studied trigonometry. How far away it was!



Free Indirect Style: An Example
from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by 
James Joyce

It pained him that he did not know well what 
politics meant and that he did not know where 
the universe ended. He felt small and weak. 
When would he be like the fellows in poetry and 
rhetoric? They had big voices and big boots and 
they studied trigonometry. How far away it was!

A narrative transposition of the character 
thinking to himself: “When will I be like the 
fellows in poetry and rhetoric?”



Free Indirect Style: An Example
from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by 
James Joyce

It pained him that he did not know well what 
politics meant and that he did not know where 
the universe ended. He felt small and weak. 
When would he be like the fellows in poetry and 
rhetoric? They had big voices and big boots and 
they studied trigonometry. How far away it was!

The character would notice & comment on the 
voices, boots, and math abilities of the other 
students. The narrator channels the character’s 
voice here.



Free Indirect Style: An Example
from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by 
James Joyce

It pained him that he did not know well what 
politics meant and that he did not know where 
the universe ended. He felt small and weak. 
When would he be like the fellows in poetry and 
rhetoric? They had big voices and big boots and 
they studied trigonometry. How far away it was!

A narrative transposition of the character 
thinking to himself: “How far away it is!”



Free Indirect Style: An Example
from “Bullet in the Brain” by Tobias Wolff

Anders couldn’t get to the bank until just before 
it closed, so of course the line was endless and 
he got stuck behind two women whose loud, 
stupid conversation put him in a murderous 
temper. He was never in the best of tempers 
anyway, Anders—a book critic known for the 
weary, elegant savagery with which he 
dispatched almost everything he reviewed.

What parts of this passage have the 
greatest narrative distance? Where 
is the greatest narrative intimacy?



“Variety, variety, variety”
Stephen Sondheim’s advice to 
Lin-Manuel Miranda while he was 
working on “Hamilton”:

“Variety, variety, variety. Don’t let up 
for a second. Surprise us.”



“Variety, variety, variety”
Heuristics: Making characters unfamiliar

Introspection: Embracing the irrational

Details: Creating evocative experiences

Framing: Varying your shot

Narrative Distance: Varying intimacy


